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Internet-based Real-time Obstacle Avoidance
of a Mobile Robot
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In this research, a remote control system has been developed and implemented, which com

bines autonomous obstacle avoidance in real-time with force-reflective tele-operation. A tele

operated mobile robot is controlled by a local two-degrees-of~freedomforce-reflective joystick

that a human operator holds while he is monitoring the screen. In the system, the force-reflective

joystick transforms the relation between 'a mobile robot and the environment to the operator as

a virtual force which is generated in the form of a new collision vector and reflected to the

operator. This reflected force makes the tele-operation of a mobile robot safe from collision in

an uncertain and obstacle-cluttered remote environment. A mobile robot controlled by a local

operator usually takes pictures of remote environments and sends the images back to the opera

tor over the Internet. Because of limitations of communication bandwidth and the narrow view

angles of the camera, the operator cannot observe shadow regions and curved spaces frequently.

To overcome this problem, a new form of virtual force is generated along the collision vector

according to both distance and approaching velocity between an obstacle and the mobile robot,

which is obtained from ultrasonic sensors. This virtual force is transferred back to the two

degrees-of-freedom master joystick over the Internet to enable a human operator to feel the

geometrical relation between the mobile robot and the obstacle. It is demonstrated by experi
ments that this haptic reflection improves the performance of a tele-operated mobile robot

significantly.

Key Words: Telc-operation, Collision Vector, Force Reflection, Virtual Impedance,

Obstacle Avoidance

1. Introduction

The conventional tele-operation of mobile ro

bots rely on visual contact with the operator,

either directly or through video transmissions.

Under such conditions, a human tde-operator
must exercise extreme care, especially in obstacle

cluttered environments. Consequently, the actual
traveling speed of the mobile robot might be very
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slow. When dust, smoke, or steam inhibits vision

based guidance, conventional tele-operated acti
vity is ruled out altogether. Teleautonomous sys

tem, which is explained in the previous study

(Borenstein and Koren, 1990) can overcome this

problem, that combines autonomous obstacle av
oidance with tele-operation. In this system, the
tele~operator can guide the mobile robot even

without any visual contact. The mobile robot

follows the general direction pH~scribed by the

operator. When the robot encounters an obstacle,

it autonomously avoids collision with that obsta

cle, trying to match the operator's prescribed di

rection as close as possible.

Telepresence is the ultimate factor in reliable
and skillful tele-operations. If all the information
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2. System Model
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Fig. 1 810ck diagram or the tele operation system

A bilateral tele opcration system is composed

01' a human operator, a joystick, a Global Path

Planner (GPp), a remote PC, a mobile robot and

a communication block. as shown in Figure 2. If

a human operator exerts force r'" to the joystick,

the displacement or the joystick is generated as

XIII. Based on the data, the OPP generates the

optimal trajectory for the mobile robot to the

goal, and transfers the data to a DynamIC Avoid

ance Planner (DAP) that makes the robot follow

the given trajectory whi Ie avoidi ng the Dbstacles.

That is, the Grr (loud PC) creates X d and VI
according 10 the X m , and transfers them to the

remote PC through the Internet. When the slave

mobile robot receives X d and Vd from the relnotc

illumll1ation, occulusion, and camera distortions.

To generate the virtual force, the relation be

tween a mohile robot and an ohstacle, and to

guide autonomous operation of mobile robot is

modeled as a virtual mass-spring-damper, thm is,

an impedance. The vi rtual impedancc method

considering the approach velocity to an obstacle

seems to be more suitable than the conventional

potential field methods, since it has the capabili

ty to cope with moving obstacles. However, the

obstacle avoidance strategy should he properly

1l10di!Ied Cur the different shapes of the obstacles.

As a major contribution of th is study, a collision

vector is newly derined from the ultrasonic sensor

data. which is I\ormul to the obstucle. Through

the experiments, the effectiveness of the collision

vector in avoiding local minima is demonstrated.

at a remote site can bc transferred to a human

operator in real time, telepresence can be achiev

ed naturally. In a reliable telco-operatIon system,

bilateral control, In which information at the

remote <ind operator sites is shared togcther, is

gcnerally utilized. In most cases of bilateral tele

operations, position information is reflected to the

operator as images while the operator is hold

ing a joystick for the generation of motion com

mands. llowever, this visual inf()rmation is not

always sufficient. For example, when a mobile

robot enters a tunnel, the capturing of environ

menta I images is delayed for a few seconds.

As explained in the previous studies (Kin) et

aI., 1992; Lawrence, 1993; Lee and Lee, 2000;

Elhajj et aI., 2001), one of the general trends

in reliable tele-operation is to generate a vir

tual force between a robot and the en vironment,

which, in addition to the visual information, is

transferred to a human operator through a joy

stick as tactile information (Lee and Lee, 2000).

Among the studies of tele-operated mobile ro

bots which seriously investigate collisions be

tween mobile robots and obstacles, there arc not

many studies that rOCliS on bilateral control using

force reflection (Elhajj et al., 200 I).

In thIS paper, we have developed a system that

combi nes autonomous obstacle a voidance with

f(JI"Ce reflective tele-operation. In this system, a

telcoperatecl mobile robot is controlled by a

local two-degrees--of- freedom force'ref1ective

joystick that a human operator holds whlie he is

monitoring the sneen. The force-ref1eetive joy

stick trans!()fms the relation between a mobile

robot and the environment to the operator as a

virtual force. As shown in Figure I, a bilateral

telc operation system consists of an operator, a

Joystick, a communication block, and a mo hi Ie

robot. The virtual force from a mobile robot,

which is a function of the distance and relative

velocity between a mob lie robot and an 0 bstacle,

is ret1ected La the joystick as a force between the

joystick and the human hand llsing two motors in

the joystick. Therel(li"(::, the operator can feel, and

avoid, collisions through the haptic joystick in

spite of the limitations in visual display, which

arc transmission delay, limited bandwidth, had
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Fig. 2 Tele-'operation system architecturc

PC through a wireless LAN, t.he DAP of the

mobile robot generates is according to X d , Vd ,

and the data from ultrasonic sensors. Tben, is is

tl'lll1sferred to the servo-dri vel' that generates u

and (J) (the control inputs of a mobile robot) to

track the given path.

With this system architecture, the operator at

the local site can feci the telepresence by means

of the feedback data that are composcd of the

repulsive force F b , between the mobile robot and

obstacles, and the visual information, J.

:.

Fi,::. 3 2 DOF joysti<:k systcm

2.1 Master (Joystick) system model

/\ human operator can feel the virtual force

generated bet ween a tel c'-operated mobile robot

and the rcmote environment through the Iwo

degrees-of-freedom joystick as shown in Figure

3.

figure 4 shows the hlock diagram of a joystick

system. To control the joystick, which basically

generates motion commands, a joystick controller

was designed using an l:lOC 196KC microproces

sor. This joystick also retrieves the force data F b

that is scnt from the remote PC to the operator.

For this retrieval, two axial 1110tors are driven by

PWM (Pulse Width Modulation) outputs corre

sponding to the F b . L298N DC motor drives are

llsed to amplify the power. The position. of the

joystick is measured by pOlellliometcrs connected

to each axis. An AID (Analog to Digital) con

verter transforms the voltage measurcd by the

potentiometers into IO-bit digital data that are

reflected to the joystick controller as inputs. To

measure the force at the joystick held by an

Fig. 4 Block dJagralll of a joystick system

operator, a current sensor IS used. The current

through the sensor is transformed into voltage by

a 2 Q resister ane! passed through an LP F (Low

Pass Filter). The resultant. voltage is converted

into IO-bit digital data by the AID converter.

The digital data arc also delivered to the joystick

controller liS control inputs.

2.1.1 Human operator's commands

When the operator exerts force F" t.o the joy-
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( I)

(2)

Fig. 5 The configuration of the mobile robot

encoder sensors and collision perception sensors

are attached to improve autonomous mobility of

the mobile robot. The whole system is composed

of a master and four slave control module as

shown in figure 6. The tasks are decentralized

in each control module, whieh is ahle to handle

real-time multi- sensor data processing and con

trol of mobile robot. The master and four slave

control module can communicate through CAN

line.

(3)

Vd(t) =J(m·Xm(t)

Xd(t) = foT'Kv' Vd(t) ·dt

where Xm=f Xxmxl, Xd=rXxdXl, V=[ VVdX] , K1II

my dy... elY

and K" are scaling constants, and ~ is the sam

pling time for the OPP.

2.1.2 Virtual force feedback

The vin ual force F b reflected to the operator is

represented as

slick, lhis force Fh creales the joystick displace

ment X m. When the x-axis is aligned to the

heading of the mobile robot, X 1II generates the

desired velocity Vd and the desired position X'J
of the robot as follows:

where n is the number of obstacles.

The Fh which is generated from a mobile robot

at a remote site, is transferred to the operator at

the master site as

loU) =sat(K,)·Fb(t))

() {
X , if IxlS:xmax

sat x =
sign Cd .Xmax , otherwise

(4)

(5)

\'t'tukuLAU

Fig.6 The structure diagram of the mobile robot

system
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2.2 Slave (Mobile Robot) model

Figure 5 shows the configuration of the mohile

robot used for this research. In the middle of the

mohile rohot, the sixteen ultrasonic sensors arc

attached at every 22.5° to acquire the distance

data to the obstacles. And vision sensor (cam

era), gyro sensor, electric compass sensor module,

where K o is the force feedback gain constant.

And the saturation function, sal (x) , is used so as

to prevent the feedback force Fi, from exceeding

the driving power of the motor.

In spite of the limited information from the

visual feedback such as the transmission delay of

a channel, the limitation of bandwidth, and the

camera distonion, now the operator can recognize

the geometrical relation between the robot and

the objects realistically with the aid of the force rb
felt from thc joystick.
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Fig. 7 A mobile robot model

The state of mobile robot is represented as a

vector p= [x y OJ T composed of position and

orientation variables as shown in Figure 7. In

general, the motion of the mobile robot can be

modeled by the translation velocity, u, and the
angular velocity, OJ (Zhao and BeMent, 1992;

Roh et aI., 2001). The translation velocity, u,
and angular velocity, OJ are calculated using each

encoder data of wheel and gyro sensor at each

control period.

_,..,..,....._....L.. --t~ X'I

/
Fig. 8 Generation of reference trajectory

reference trajectory created by an operator. As

illustrated in Figure 8, Vd(t) and Xd(t) from

the master are transformed into the robot coor
dinates and represented as X r (t) and X r (t)

which are

and

where (x.x, XSy) represents the current robot coor

dinates.

3. A New Virtual Impedance
Algorithm

(7)

The velocity of mobile robot in the world coor

dinates is represented as a Jacobian matrix] (p)
according to input variable q. And position and

orientation vector p is represented as an integral

equation.

r
XrxWllcoS e -sin 0 X.X(t)][XdxW]
Xry(t) = sin (j cos e x.y(t) Xdy(t)

[ 0 0 [... 1

( 11)

p=J(p)q

[
X] [COS 00] .

_~ = si~ 0 ~ r:1
f u(r)cos(O(r))dr

p~[~H:]+ f u(r)sin(6(r))dr

f w(r) dr

2.2.1 Reference trajectory generation
A remote mobile robot implements the

stacie avoidance in real time according to

(8)

ab

the

As shown in Figure 9, in the OPP, the hu
man operator generates X (t) and X (t) using

Itu"'''"
Operator

to. Joysl1ok

IIlrtu,,1
Impodanoe

Mothod

.x,X

Fig. 9 Trajectory tracking and obstacle avoidance
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the joy~tick, while in the DAP, the command to

the servo driver, i U), is generated to track the

given trajectory X(t), XU), as well as to avoid

obstacles based on the virtual impedance model.

I3efore proposing a new virtual impedance algo

rithm, the rclated work is surveyed in order to

provide a firm basis for this research.

3.1 Review of obstacle avoidance method

Approachc~ to obstaele avoidance are review

ed and discussed in view of their applicability to

re,d-·lime obstacle avoidance.

3.1.1 Edge detection methods

A general and commonly employed method is

based on edge' detection (Horenstein and Koren,

1988). In this method, the algorithm tries to de

termine thc vertical edges of the obstacle and

consequently attempts to steer t.he robot around

an edge. The line connecting the two edgcs is con

sidered to represent one of the obstacle's boun

daries. A disadvantage of the obstacle avoidance

method based on the edge detection is that the

robot needs to stop in front of the obst<lcle. There

fore it is not suitable for real· (ilDe obstacle av

oidance.

3.1.2 Certainty grid methods

In the eertai nly grid world model (Elks, 1987),

the robOI's work area is represented by a two

dimensional array of squarc clements denoted as

cells. Each cell contains a CY (certainty value)

that indicates the measure of confidence thai an

obstacle exists within the cell area. This method is

not suitable for the real· time obstacle avoidance,

since it requires a robot to stop in order to scan

the work area, and abo because it has a heavy

COnlplllalional load.

3.1.3 Potential field method

l'otenti,l! Field Method (Khatib, 1986; Bo

renstein and Koren, 1989) achieves the colli

sion avoidance motion planning of a robot by

generating a virtual force <lgainst obstacles and

toward the goal. Thai is, it generates all at1ractive

force between the mobile robot and a targct and

generates a repulsive force against an obstacle

that the mobile robot confronts in navigation.

This method has the advantage of making the fast

motion planning for nearby obstacles, )ut has

a shortcoming of getting into a local minimum

where the attractive and the repulsive forces are

equal. To overcome this local minimum prob

lem. the extcnded virtual force field method

(Borenstein and Koren, 1989) is proposed, where

a free vector is added to the repulsive force.

However (he virtual lorce becomes larger for

larger obstacles sincc the repulsive forces are

corning from all obstacle-detecting sensors, which

makes this method unsuitable for certain applica

tions.

3.1.4 Virtual impedance method

Impedance control is an algorithm that adjusts

the relation between a velocity command and

contact force, which models the interconnection

between an uncertain environment and a robot

as impedance (Hogan, 1985). In the virtual im

pedance method (Arai et aI., J989; Ota e[ aI.,

1995), the impedance is used to .generale a re

pulsive force for the navigation of a mobile ro

bot in avoiding collisions with ObSI acles. As

shown in Figure 10, the virtual impedance meth

od generates a virtual force according LO the

di~tance and relative velocity between the robot

and an obstacle, which call be modeled a~ a

spring and a damper. Repulsive force Fo con

sists of repulsive forces against a static obstacle,

Fo.5, and a dynamic obstacle, Fad. Obstacle av

oidance is handled generally in the DAP. while

the OPP generates the trajectory XU), XU)
according to the joystick olltput, X m.

',.:cd
111I/«::1>17

Fig. 10 Virtual impedance model
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Virtual impedance can be defined as the [01

lo\>'!ing procedures. First of all, the acceleration

for the mobile robot can be represented as

where F m is the attractive force generated be

tween the current position of the robot and the

reference poi nt generated by the mastcr, and FOi
is the virtual repulsive force between the currenl

rohot and II nearly i th ohstacle among n objects.

Note that the virtual mass Ms does not represent

the real "mass" of the robot but the relative rigi

dity of the robot trajectory.

The attractive force, Fm, is generated as where Ko and Do are a spring and a damper

( 13)
ji'm,""""f{,.(X,.s) -I- DrCX,.s)

-Kr(X.,-X,) -Dr(Xs' -Xr)

where x" is the present position of the robot,

and X,· is the reference poi nt of the robot at

the present time (planned by the Opp), And X,
and D,. arc a spring and a damper constant be

tween the robot and the reference point, respec

tively.

Thc summation of virtual repulsive force can

be expressed as

(J 2).. 1

Xs=~s {Fm+ ±FOi}·
1=0
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(b) A new virtual impedance method

Fig, t 1 Simulation results or Illotion planning in casc or ,1 stalic obstacle

(where K,·,..-,2, D,·=IO, IC=--'15, Do=15, and Ms=IO)
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constant between the robot and the obstacle, re

spectively, and Xo; and ;(0; are the position and

the velocity of the i th obstacle, respectively. And

n is the number of obstacles within the sensi! g

area of the robot.

Actually, the feedback force Fb between the

human hand and the joystick, which is physic

ally the same as Fa, is maintained as a constant

unless the operator moves the joystick to change

the trajectory.

3.2 A new virtual impedance method

The virtual impedance method considcring the

approach velocity to an obstacle secms to bc more

suitable than the conventional potential field

methods, since it has the capability to cope with

moving obstacles. HO'Ncvcr, the obstacle avoid

ance strategy should be properly modified for the

different shapes of the obstacles. For example,

whcn thc relative velocity between a mobile robot

and an obstacle generates a repulsive force, the

mobilc robot cannot even approach neal' to the

narrow channel, which is shown by the simu

lation in f-igure II (a). Going of obstacle and

collision danger the mobile robot decreases mov

ing velocity, then can succeed in collision avoid

ance by damper of big value. However, it re

presents a large-time delay or time slack is hap

pened that stops in obstacle surroundings by

d am per's effect.

In this paper, therefore, we propose a new

virtual impedance method that sets a damper as
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the rute change of the shortest distance bet ween a

mobile robot and an obstacle. The new proposed

virtual impedance model is defined as

J'~IS' = Ko'.X",S)} l IJ;:.\:s,u($::

,(', If' , 11'1·· Ii J'I"" d,'"1 1,,:Pu-!c,l: 'I '.1·. - }o:.Ll',[iJ!! Id I== \ I=-0 ar I ~'

o

when 1d,;I<po (15)

,othcrwisc

mobile robot is moving in a building, the shape or

obstacles can he classified as a cylinder (includ

illg a person) or a plane (a wall, a corner, ete)_

Therefore, wilh the ultrasonic sensors arranged

in a circular pattern every 22.5 degrees, three cases

of collision vectors ~hown in Figure 13 may

(c) Cas III

Fig. 13 Collision vector against all obstacle

Iloh,"

,.- -
~'- __ ~l

.~ -'t.:. ,.. t ..,

'Y••i',
111.1 oflic.. ;. \.. ;',)

}-.. (x~. >'.

P .(::,,,,•. 1' .J

3.2.1 Detection of a collision \'ector for an

obstacle

Thc shoncst vector to the obst'H:lC is renamed

as a collision vector that can be obtained praetie-

ally using the ultrasonic sensors. That is, wc arc

going to dcfine. a normal vcetor to the tangential

line 01" an obstacle as (I collision vector. In the

experimental robot, there arc sixteen 6500-series

ultrasonic sensors from Polaroid Company. to

acquire the distancc data between a mobile robot

and obstacles. In rcal cxperiments, we cannot

obtain accurate distance data in cases where lhe

angle between a normal vector to a langenllalline

of an object and the beam of an ultrasonic ~ensor

is more than 30 degrees. This is caused by poor

direetionalny, specular rcflcetions and frequent

mis-readings 01" ultrasonic sensors, and limits the

efTective nUlllber of sensors Irlf the colliston vector

decision to three, since there IS an ultrasonic

sensor every 22,5 degrees.

To generate the virtual repulsive Coree to avoid

an obstacle that might be inVIsible, the collision

vector for the obstacle needs to be obtained by

using the ultrasonic scnsor~. Su pposing that a

\vhere d, is the shortest vector to the obstilcle,

f::,(d;) =dJll dill--Il and po is the mcasura

ble rilnge of an ultrasonic ~ensor and the simu-

lation result is shown in Figure II (bl _The simu

lation result repre~ents the 1110 bile robot can suc

ceed in collision avoidance and read the goal

with new virtual impedance method in case of

using same. paramctcrs and Po< 13_

Figure 12(a) and (b) show the simulation re·,

suit of motion planning with virtual impedance

method with hoth a conventional and a ncw

virtual impelbnce method in case 01" a moving

obstacle and the same parameters shown in Fig

\Ire 11.
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include all the possibilities of the relalionbe

tween the robot and the obstacle. 4. Simnlations and Experimentation

F,(s) =K,(X",(sl)+D,(Xs.Q(s))

={~{K,'Q(Adrll) C",-Ds,,(ll(llrll))C.,,}, when Iidill<~ (19)

o ,otherWise

Case I A smil.llcylindricalobstacle which could

be a person is detected by only one ultrasonic
sensa I". In this case, the collision vector, C,canbe

obtained directly by

4.1 Simulations
First of all, the effeCtiveness ofacollision vec

tor in obstacle avoidance is demonstrated through
simulations. Figure 11 (a) is the simulation result

using the conventional virtual impedance model

defined in Equation (14). Each small circle re

presents the location of the mobile robot at the

kth instance. The mobile robot is programmed

to moVe from the Ieft-hotwmcorner to the right
top goal while avoiding two obstacles in the

middle of the feference trajectory. A large time

delay or time slack is caused by the defined dam
per around obstacles, and the mobile robot is

finally blocked at the center of two nearby ob

stacles. Figure 11 (b) is a simulation result "dfthe

proposed impedance model defined in Equation

(15). The damper causes the deceleration of the

mobile robot before a collision and prevents the

mobile robot from deviati'ng from the program

med path after obstacle avoidan"ce. Note that i"n

the middle of the two obstacles, two collision

vectors are generated, which become the bases for

the repulsive forces mostly cancelled out by each

"other. At that moment, the attraction force to the

goal plays the major role in guiding the mobile

robol.
Note that in the tele-'operation ofa mobile

robot With the conventional virtual impedance

method, the robot may collide with a human in a

corridor due to a large repulsive force fOf avoid

ing a wide wall, which becomes very large since

all the repUlsive forces from the wall-detecting

sensors are combined. However, in this neW

scheme, the repulsive force from the nearby hu
man is bigger than that from the wall since only

a collision vector generates the repulsive force

for each obstacle.

Now further simulations are performed to ve"ri_

fy the superiority of this hew virtual impedance

based obstacle avoidance scheme to the PFM.

Figure 14(a) shows the case in which the Virtual

repulsive force becomes large for a wide wall

according to the conventional PFM, while (bj

shows the case in which the virtual repulsive force

(16)

(17)

(18)

I-XL+VYL

V+~l
V

Case II An obstacle is detected by two neigh

boring ultrasonic sensors. In this case, first of

all, we define the shorter distance vector as --Z::.
The other distance vector is defined as tR in

the case that it is to the right of Lmln. Using the

points PL , PR, the linesL,r;, and the tangen

tial line of the obstacle, PLPR , can be obtained.

And the normal vector to this hneacross the

point Ps , that is, the collision vector, C (=M),
can be calculated to obtain the point Po as

Case III An obstacle is detected by three neigh
boring ultrasonic senso'rs. At fil'st, the shortest

"distance vector among the three detected distance

vectors is defined as L min . Then, by the same

procedure as in Case II, C can be calculated by
Equation (17) and (18). Note that L e is an un

relialJ..!.e datum, because the angle between L.
and C is over 30 degrees. Thefefore, the collision
vector, 15, can be obtained using only three dis

tance vect~s, Lmln, LL -and L R •

Using C, acquired above, the virtu.al im
pedance mode! proposed in Equation (15) can be

modified according to
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User illlerfaee for tele-operated mobile

robot over the Internet

Fig. 15

--~ t x', X

T, L~_OD;iverJ:' T, 2 r. , T,

Fig. 16 Sampling time and the control structure of

tcle-operation system

the lack or Iighting. The sampling time for the

GP\>, T3, is set to be greater than or equal to the

sampling time of the DAP, T 2 =250 flUS]. And

the sampling time for the servo driver is T1= 50

lms] as shown in Figure 16. In this study, time

delay problem such as the transmission delay of a

velocity and position command in the Internet

environment, is not considered. When a human

operator controls the joystick, the motion com

mand is generated. And it is transferred 10 the

remote slave robot every 250 illS according to the

direction of joystick d isplacemel1t through the

Internet. Therefore, the velocity of mobile robot is

limited to J5cm/sec.

Figure 17 (a) - (I) is the experiment.al results,

captured picture. of obstacle avoidance for mobile

robot according to force-rel1cctive joystick con

trol. The virtual force from a mohile robOl, which

is a new function of the collision vector from 16

Sampling
nme

~
._- "JGlobal Path
Planner

( Master operator)
~.~-

X. X .I~
Local Avoidance

Planner
(virluatlmpedance)

I': : -'"if

! .,- jl

r-~': ".....
._........ "~

',"

o 1 2 3 <lIm]

(a) Conventional PFM

4.2 Experimentation

The operator at the local site can control the

robot at the remote site by using the client pro

gram over the Internet, as shown in Figure 15.

The operator generally recognizes the remote

environment with Ihe vision data. However, he

eannol recognize under celtain circumstances his

view of the remote environment is limited on

account of the narrow view-angLe of the camera,

the limitation of communication hand width, and

Ii

··,..·i*·········
, ~: f coot

2 ~ - -4 m]

(b) Proposed collision

veClor method

Fig. 14 Comparison of the PFM and the proposed

method

is generated by a collision vector for obstacle

avoidance. Through a comparison of these two

cases, the following can be concluded. In casc

(a), therc is an oscillation of the mobile robot

around point A. It is caused by the change of the

sensor that deleds the obstacle, which changes

the sum of the repulsive force. Also, it suffers

from a coJlision at point B by ignoring the re

pulsive force against a small obstacle such as a

human compared with a large ohstacle such as a

wide wall. The simulation results show that with

the PFM, the repulsive force of a small obstacle

can be over-looked by that of a large obstacle.

However, there does not exist <lny oscillat.ion or

collision in case (b), which is the result of the

new obstacle avoidance.

8
1m]
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(h)

( ) (I')

Fig. 17 Experimental result of obstacle avoid,lllee for mobile rohot

.,

I
~I'
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f,.,.·. ..'

3C<) ~-~-.~~r~~/ ,,-.j
/-. "

J< j • '.'

.)

~,.
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1<JO

(a) Wilhulll a inual

for c Iced II'k

(h, Will d vir! In) Jorce

feedbac" and autono

mous h Ia'Jc it Olel

ance

Fig.18 Experimental results (where K T =2. DT=JO,

KQ~4, Do=lO. Ms=lO)

with the vision and force information is delivered

to the operator. At the time, the camera is fixed in

the forward proceeding direction of the mobile

robot. As shown by the experimental result in

Figure J8 (a), a human tcle-operator must exer

cise extreme care to avoid obstacles in case of

using only limited vision information, especially

in ob:;tacle-cluttcred environments. Consequent-

ultrasonic sensors, is reflected to the joystick as a

force between the joystick and the human hand

usi ng two mOlors in the joystick. The l\va axial

motors arc driven by PWM outputs ill proportion

to the distance detected from collision vector.

Whcn a human opera lor controls the joystick tD

the direction of ncar obstacle, he can feel the

virtual forcc in proportion to the distance and

thcn control the joystick to thc direction of frec

obstacles.

The new virtual impedance method is applied

to the mobile rohot tracking of a given path

which avoids obstacles in real time. To validate

the etlcctiveness of force-reflection in the tcle

operation of a mobile robot, experiments arc

performed. In this experiment, the position and

velocity of mobile robot are calculated using cach

encoder data of wheel and gyro sensor data at

each control period and also t.he virtual force is

calculated using sixteen ultrasonic sensors. Fig

ure 18 (a) and (b) arc obtained as a result of the

experimental data. Figure 18 (a)represents both

situation in which the only vision information is

reflected to the operator, and the vision and force

information arc delivered to the operator. figure

18 (h) represents the experimental result when the

systcm combines autonomous obstacle avoidance
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Iy, the actual traveling spced of the mobile robot

might bc vcry slow. In case of using both vision

and force information, a human tele"operator can

feel, and avoid, collisions through the joystick in

spite of the limitations in visual display, but the

mobile robot rocked from side to side, because it

is vcry diFficult to examine the aclual distance

between mobile robot and obstacles through one

camera information. The system of aULOnomous

obstacle avoidance with force-rel"lcction can pro

vide an ability of assuming the position and dis

tance of obstacles from the mobile robot in spite

of the limitations in visual display. The mobile

robot follows thc general d ircetion prescribed by

the operator. When the robot encounters an ob

stacle, it autonomously avoids collision with that

obstacle, trying 10 match the operator's prescribed

direction as dose as possible.

As shown by the comparison of Figure 18 (il)

and (b), the latter situation is lTIu<.:h safer than the

former situation for obstacle avoidancc. Although

the success of obstacle avoidance is affected by

the handling ability of the operator, we obtained

similar results in the experiments for three diller

ent operators. Figurc 19 shows the experimental

data obtained for the tele-operation of Figure 18

(b). The first row represcnts the displacement of

the joystick X~" the second row shows the "ctual

velocities in both direerions of a mobile robot.

and the I"st row displays the virtual force feed

back to the operator.
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5. Conclusions

A new virtual impedance method that enables
a tele-operated mobile robot to follow the de

sired trajectory while avoiding obstacles in real

time, is proposed. In the proposed virtual im

pedance method, which utilizes a collision vector

for obstacle avoidance, the virtual force is gener

ated according to both the distance and the ap

proach velocity between obstacles and the robot.

This virtual force is reflected to the operator who

holds the joystick that converts the force data to

the corresponding physical quantities.

The autonomous obstacle avoidance with
force~reflective system was implemented and test

ed successfully on an experimental system. It is

shown experimentally that the operator can esti
mate the position of an obstacle in the remote

environment by the virtual force regenerated from

the force reflection joystick. That is, in spite of the
limited visual information, the operator can feel

the spatial sense against the remote environment

by using the proposed method. When the robot
encounters an obstacle, it autonomously avoids

collision with that obstacle, trying to match the

operator's prescribed direction as close as possi

ble. Therefore, the tele-operated mobile robot
can perform highly skillful tasks in the unstruc

tured environment with an operator who moni

tors and moves a joystick to generate intelligent
commands.
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